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FITTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR LEVER ON BACKPLATE FURNITURE 

15 year guarantee mechanical parts only

•   Mark out the centre hole for your spindle to sit through. Mark out 19mm to the left 
and 19mm to right of your centre hole. 

•   Drill centre hole with 20mm bit and two other holes with 5mm bit 
all the way through door.

•   Remove outer rose cover and gently slide off to reveal fixing holes. Take care not to 
damage the handle when removing the rose cover.

•   Locate spindle into one lever ensuring that the spindle groove is aligned with the  
grub screw hole in the lever shank. Once lever is suitably aligned secure it in place 
with the grub screw provided. 

•   Insert the spindle through the lock/latch ensuring that both handles face correct  
way up on both sides of door and spring action works in the correct way.

•   Insert both bolts through inner rose and tighten bolts. Then using screws  
supplied secure all screws in place.

•   Finally screw the rose cover back on to handles to conceal all bolt/screw holes.
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Cleaning Instructions

Always use soft cloth. If necessary, you can dampen the soft cloth. If required, you can 
use a PH neutral soap with a soft cloth for stubborn areas, but this should be cleaned off 
immediately after application with a soft damp cloth. 
 
Under no circumstances should a hard tool (brush or wire wool), or an abrasive or acidic 
substance be used on the door handles. 
 

Special Warning on Corrosive Air

Please be aware that environments where there are high concentrations of chemicals in 
the air, for example vapours from low quality paint or corrosive agents, corrosion and 
damage may occur to the surface of the door lever. Door levers should not be fitted into 
such environments until the high concentrations of chemicals in the air have dispersed. 


